This article introduces the concept of maneuver strategy and its transition probability matrix, and then builds a target tracking model with multi-motion and multi-maneuver strategy model based on these concepts in order to resolve the problem of undesired tracking performance especially when unexpected maneuver strategy changes of target occurs. To achieve further improvements in tracking accuracy, a self-adaptive algorithm for maneuver strategy transition probability matrix is proposed in this article, by utilizing the compression ratio of the maneuver strategy error. Besides, considering that most of the observation platforms are already able to provide multi-group measurements from different sensors, information filtering is combined in this article to fuse and integrate multi-group measurements, thus effectively improving estimation stability and ameliorating the inevitable soaring estimation error through target's unexpected changes of maneuver strategy.
Introduction
Maneuvering target tracking has been a hot research topic of significance in both military and civilian areas in recent years, with new methodologies and improved ways been proposed, such as Current Statistical (CS) model, Variable Structure Multiple Model (VSMM) etc. Besides, information filtering (IF) has caused considerable attention for its effect in fusing multi-measurements. Undoubtedly, improvements in both tracking model and filtering algorithms enhanced tracking performance, yet the fast developments of science technology and increasing complexity of battle field are simultaneously making target's maneuver ability better and giving rise to difficulties in tracking problems, which evoke urgent needs for reformation of existing tracking methodologies to create better tracking performance. Considering that the changing maneuver strategy of target has been neglected in most existing tracking algorithms [2~4] and meanwhile not many of them utilized IF to fuse multi-group measurements provided by observation platform [5~8], a self-adaptive tracking algorithm under Multi-Motion and Multi-maneuver strategies (MmMs) model [9~11] with adjustments in real time of the transition probability matrix of maneuver strategy and application of IF for estimation is proposed in this article. MmMs model can be well accordant with real maneuver model of target for its consideration of possible maneuver strategies and self-adjustment of its transition probability matrix by the compression ratio of maneuver strategy error. Meanwhile, application of IF [13] contributes greatly to the increase of estimate accuracy and tracking stability in that IF can take advantage of potential changes of target's maneuver strategy and motion modes contained in the measurements of multiple sensors.
Problem formulation

MmMs target tracking model
The maneuver strategy of target is not its motion pattern, but the way that conducts the changes between them. Therefore, target's maneuver strategy and motion pattern are independent of each other and both conform to Markov process. We assume target's motion pattern set and maneuver strategy set as well as the transition probabilities between different maneuver strategies are all available through prior knowledge.
Assume that target has m possible motion models and the state space equation and observation equation of i-th motion model i k M at moment k are respectively:
Where k x and k Z are state and observation vector respectively. 
( 1)
Where d=1,2, ,n represents n possible maneuver strategies target has. Let
represent transition probability of maneuver strategies, namely the transition probability of the model transition probability matrix from
P is the transition probability between different model transition probability matrices). Hence, the transition probability matrix between different maneuver strategies is:
(1)~(3) constitute MmMs model, namely Multi-Motion and Multi-maneuver strategies (MmMs) model.
Target motion model
Maneuvering target motion can be divided into linear motion and curvilinear motion according to the change of its motion direction. Linear motion is essentially an exception of curvilinear motion in that curvilinear motion changes into linear motion when its angular velocity reduces to zero. Curvilinear motion can be considered as a connection of multiple motion segments separated by tiny time period t. When t is short enough, each motion segment can be reasonably regarded as linear motion with constant angular velocity w(t) [14] , which might change over time. Hence, as long as t is short enough, maneuvering target motion can be seen as a series of turning motions. Therefore, CT model is adopted as the basic unit of target maneuvering model in this article and weight of different CT model unit determines which kind of maneuver strategy it represents. Thus the target maneuvering model under different maneuver strategies is established [15] .
Assume that target is constrained to maneuver in a horizontal plane with angular velocity k
, and then the formula of CT model is:
Where T is the scan period of radar, F and G are transfer matrix and process noise matrix respectively as: 
Algorithm design
Self-adaptive maneuver strategy algorithm
As assumed in section 2 that transitions between maneuver strategies conform to Markov process. T ms in (3) represents maneuver strategy transition probability matrix, in which dl P is the transition probability of maneuver strategy from d at moment k-1 to l at k, namely the transition probability of the model transition probability matrix from
,2, ,m). However, most traditional maneuvering target tracking algorithms neglected maneuver strategy or defined maneuver strategy transition probability matrix as a fixed matrix. As a result of this, T ms cannot represent the real maneuver transition probability matrix of target because dl P is a fixed priori probability.
In this regard, the compression ratio of the maneuver strategy error is introduced and utilized in this article to modify T ms in real time for the purpose of tracking target's real maneuvers. Detailed derivations are as follows: Assuming i I is the correct maneuver strategy during the k-th filter period, define: (12) Considering that the value of maneuver strategy probability ˆi ms ranges from non-diagonal value to diagonal value of the maneuver strategy transition probability matrix, we can derive that ˆ/ / Markov matrix. Furthermore, by compressing the information of incorrect maneuver strategy and magnifying that of incorrect maneuver strategy through the modification, the tracking precision and stability are both greatly improved.
Kalman information filtering
Using information state ŷ and Fisher information Y replace state estimate x and covariance P , we can obtain IF based on Kalman filter. The definition of information state ŷ and Fisher information Y is:
The contribution that measurements k Z make to ŷ and Y are respectively ( ) i k and ( ) I k as follows:
Prediction and estimation of ŷ and Y can be obtained by recursive iteration, combining with ( ) i k and ( ) I k .
The specific IF process under discrete system in (1) is as follows: Prediction:
Estimation:
Initial conditions for IF estimator above are given by:
Applying self-adaptive maneuver strategy algorithm and IF algorithm illustrated in section 3 into MmMs model established in section 2.1 leads to the new target tracking algorithm proposed in this article. This new tracking algorithm can adjust the maneuver strategy by posterior information to target's real maneuvers and efficiently fuse multi-sensor measurements to improve tracking precision and stability effectively.
Simulation example
Consider the target tracking of an unmanned aerial vehicle maneuvering in a horizontal plane (namely plane). The state vector , the priori state covariance matrix is given by P 0 =diag{[100 10 100 10]}. Motion models of target and its real trajectory during the whole simulation (600s) are respectively shown in Table 1 and Figure 1 . Consider the threat caused by target can be classified into two levels according to priori knowledge: low level A and high level B, and the corresponding maneuver strategies to level A and B are respectively MS 1 and MS 2 . Each maneuver strategy consists of three possible motion models: one CV model (w 1 =0) and two CT model (w 2 =-2, w 3 =2 /s). Initial maneuver strategy transition probability matrix is T 0 , initial joint probability of maneuver strategy and motion model is 0 . The motion model transition probability matrices of MS The performance of the proposed maneuver strategy adaptive algorithm with IF (IF-P-MmMs) is compared with maneuver strategy adaptive algorithm (P-MmMs) (without implementation of IF) and standard interacting multiple model (IMM) algorithm in terms of the tracking accuracy and time consumption. Fig. 2 shows the root mean square error (RMSE) of position estimation from IF-P-MmMs, P-MmMs and IMM, where the convergence of IF-P-MmMs is much faster than the other two, meanwhile the tracking accuracy of IF-P-MmMs is greatly improved from PMmMs and IMM, especially when target changes its maneuver strategies unexpectedly at moments like 50s, 100s, 250s etc. Fig. 2 illustrates that both IF-P-MmMs and P-MmMs are able to maintain stable tracking accuracy which is much higher than that of IMM, indicating the necessity of considering possible maneuver strategies and adjusting transition probability of it to the real case of target. Compare of IF-P-MmMs and P-MmMs gives further evidence to the effect of fusing multi-group measurements by IF. A similar result on the velocity estimation is shown in Table 2 shows average and peak RMSE of position estimation from the three algorithms, where IF-P-MmMs has gained a decrease of 31.90% and 61.61% respectively in average RMSE and peak RMSE compared with IMM. Similar results on velocity estimation is shown in Table 3 , indicating the decrease that IF-P-MmMs gain in average and peak RMSE are 28.61% and 57.38% respectively compared with IMM. Table 2 and Table 3 proved, further, that the proposed IF-P-MmMs algorithm can achieve much better tracking performance both in accuracy and stability. Table 4 lists time consumptions of the three algorithms. Simulation results are derived in Matlab of a laptop with 2G RAM and 1.8GHz CPU Clock Speed. Although the proposed IF-P-MmMs algorithm consumes 56.41s more than IMM during 100 Monte Carlo simulations, its time consumption during unit filtering step is far less than the scan period (T=1s) of radar. In addition, based on IF, IF-P-MmMs can be easily applied into parallel computing once put into engineering implementations, which will significantly reduce its time consumption. 
Conclusion
A self-adaptive maneuver strategy target tracking algorithm with IF is proposed in this article to ameliorate the undesired tracking performance caused by the better maneuver ability of target and much more complex battle field. The new algorithm proposed in this article introduces the concepts of maneuver strategy and builds Multi-Motion and Multi-maneuver strategies (MmMs) model to better accord with the real maneuver model of target. Besides, posteriori information is used to adjust the maneuver strategy transition probability matrix to the real case. To achieve further improvements in accuracy and stability, information filter, essentially a Kalman filter expressed in terms of the inverse of covariance matrix, is utilized to fuse multi-group measurements from multiple sensors of the observation platform. It has been proved that the tracking method proposed here is able to obtain much progress in tracking precision and stability especially when target's maneuver strategy changes unexpectedly. However, further research needs to be conducted in search of quantificational way to adjust the maneuver strategy transition probability matrix in order to achieve further desirable tracking performance.
